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In 1776, Treason

Charge, Death

Faced Signers
The following is an excerpt from President Wood-

row Wilson’s speech delivered at Independence Hall, 
Philadelphia July 4, 1914:

The most patriotic man, ladies and gentlemen, is 
sometimes the man who goes in the direction that he 
thinks right even when he sees half the world against 
him. It is the dictate of patriotism to sacrifice yourself 
if you think that that is the path of honor and of duty. 

Do not blame others if they do not agree with you. 
Do not die with bitterness in your heart because you 
did not convince the rest of the world, but die happy 
because you believe that you tried to serve your country 
by not selling your soul. 

Those were grim days, the days of 1776. Those 
gentlemen did not attach their names to the Declaration 
of Independence on this table expecting a holiday on 
the next day, and that 4th of July was not itself a hol-
iday. They attached their signatures to that significant 
document knowing that if they failed it was certain that 
every one of them would hang for the failure. 

They were committing treason in the interest of the 
liberty of 3 million people in America. All the rest of 
the world was against them and smiled with cynical 
incredulity at the audacious undertaking. 

Do you think that if they could see this great Nation 
now they would regret anything that they then did to 
draw the gaze of a hostile world upon them? Every idea 
must be started by somebody, and it is a lonely thing to 
start anything. Yet if it is in you, you must start it if you 
have a man’s blood in you and if you love the country 
that you profess to be working for.

I am sometimes very much interested when I see 
gentlemen supposing that popularity is the way to 
success in America. The way to success in this great 
country, with its fair judgments, is to show that you are 
not afraid of anybody except God and his final verdict. 

If I did not believe that, I would not believe in de-
mocracy. If I did not believe that, I would not believe 
that people can govern themselves. If I did not believe 
that the moral judgment would be the last judgment, 
the final judgment, in the minds of men as well as 
the tribunal of God, I could not believe in popular 
government. 

But I do believe these things, and, therefore, I ear-
nestly believe in the democracy not only of America 
but of every awakened people that wishes and intends 
to govern and control its own affairs.

It is very inspiring, my friends, to come to this that 
may be called the original fountain of independence 
and liberty in America and here drink draughts of 
patriotic feeling which seem to renew the very blood 
in one’s veins. 

Down in Washington sometimes when the days are 
hot, and the business presses intolerably, and there 
are so many things to do that it does not seem possible 
to do anything in the way it ought to be done, it is 
always possible to lift one’s thought above the task of 
the moment and, as it were, to realize that great thing 
of which we are all parts, the great body of American 
feeling and American principle. 

No man could do the work that has to be done in 
Washington if he allowed himself to be separated from 
that body of principle. He must make himself feel that 
he is a part of the people of the United States, that he 
is trying to think not only for them, but with them, 
and then he cannot feel lonely. He not only cannot feel 
lonely but he cannot feel afraid of anything.

My dream is that as the years go on and the world 
knows more and more of America it will also drink at 
these fountains of youth and renewal; that it also will 
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County’s Towns 
Plan Festivities
To Mark July 4

 
All across Cape May County, resort and mainland 

communities plan to hold parades and fireworks dis-
plays to honor the 242nd anniversary of our nation’s 
independence. Celebrate our independence at one of 
these Fourth of July parades or fireworks spectaculars! 
See page A17 for details.


